An optimal design method for a low-loss broadband silica-on-silicon Y branch is considered. A multimode waveguide section, which was used earlier to reduce the excess loss, is designed optimally when the light distribution at the end of the multimode waveguide section is matched to the profile of the symmetric supermode for the structure of the two branching waveguides. An optimization method that combines the genetic algorithm and a gradient-based search method is used to obtain the optimal geometrical parameters for the multimode waveguide section as well as the widths for the input and branching waveguides.
Introduction
A Y-branch structure fabricated by planar lightwave circuit technology is a fundamental element in constructing photonic integrated circuits such as power splitters, Mach-Zehnder interferometers, and hybrid-integrated optical transceivers. A conventional Y-branch structure consists of an input waveguide and two branching waveguides ͑as shown in Fig. 1͒ . The two branching waveguides have the shape of a cosine arc. They can also be two straight waveguides with a certain branching angle. However, a Y branch with cosine-arc branching waveguides has a more compact size as compared with the one with straight branching waveguides.
Silica-on-silicon waveguides have superior advantages, such as low propagation loss and high fibermatching efficiency, and are used widely in commercial products. Therefore the silica-on-silicon buried waveguide is considered in the present paper. For the convenience of fabrication, there is a gap between the two branching waveguides ͑see the right-hand diagram of Fig. 2͒ . The gap of the buried branching waveguides fabricated by plasmaenhanced chemical vapor deposition technology should not be less than 2 m ͑otherwise, there may exist air voids at the tip of the branch after the cladding layer is deposited͒. The excess loss is an important characteristic of the Y-branch structure. Many methods for achieving a low excess loss have been proposed recently. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] However, the existence of the gap degrades greatly the actual performance of the designed device, affecting the insertion loss and the uniformity of a splitter consisting of cascaded Y branches.
The multimode interference ͑MMI͒ couplers have many advantages and can be used to construct planar lightwave circuits for different purposes such as splitting, combining, and routing ͑see, e.g., Refs. 8 -12͒. The self-image theory is usually used in the determination of the geometrical parameters for the MMI section and the positions of the input and output waveguides. Power splitters based on a multimode waveguide section between the input and output waveguides have been proposed and fabricated earlier. 9 -11 Considering the above-mentioned existence of the branching gap of the Y branch, we insert a multimode waveguide section ͑the width is so narrow that it can support only two or three eigenmodes͒ between the input and the branching waveguides and use a tapered waveguide to connect the input waveguide ͑with a standard width of, e.g., 5 m͒ and the multimode waveguide section. We wish to reduce the excess loss of the device by optimizing the geometrical parameters of the multimode waveguide section, the end width of the tapered waveguide, the width of the branching gap, and the width of the branching waveguides. In the present paper we present an optimal design method for a low-loss Y-branch structure with a multimode waveguide section and the above-mentioned branching gap. The structure is designed optimally by the matching of the light distribution at the end of the multimode waveguide section to the profile of the symmetric supermode for the structure of the two branching waveguides. The optimal geometrical parameters of the Y branch with the multimode waveguide section are obtained by use of an optimization method that combines the genetic algorithm [13] [14] [15] and a gradientbased optimization. A gradient-based optimization method that converges fast, however, has the disadvantage of being trapped by a local maximum or minimum. The idea of the genetic algorithm came from Charles Darwin's theory of evolution ͑natural selection͒. It is a global optimization method that does not have the problem of local maxima. However, it has a slow convergence. To speed up the convergence, we use a gradient-based optimization after many generations in the genetic algorithm. The optimal Y-branch structure with a low excess loss is obtained through the optimization.
Application of a Multimode Waveguide Section
In our numerical simulation, the refractive indices of the core and the cladding are assumed to be 1.47 and 1.46, respectively. The thickness of the core layer is 5 m. Using the effective index method, 16 we obtain the effective refractive indices for the core and the cladding, n co ϭ 1.467 and n cl ϭ 1.46, at the central wavelength of 1550 nm. Here we illustrate that the existence of the gap degrades the performance of the Y branch. The width of the input and output waveguides is assumed to be 5 m, and the distance between the two output waveguides is D ϭ 50 m. The shape of the branch waveguide is of cosine arc, and the length of the half-period is L ϭ 2500 m ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Using a two-dimensional beam propagation method 17, 18 ͑BPM͒ with the boundary treatment of the perfect matched layer, 19 we numerically simulate the light propagation in the Y-branch structure. For the ideal branching structure shown in Fig. 1 , the excess loss is quite small with a value of L s ϭ 0.0094 dB. However, for the case of a Y branch with a gap ͑here we choose the gap to be 2 m͒ shown in the right-hand part of Fig. 2 , the excess loss increases to L s ϭ 0.24 dB.
Let us consider the tip of the two branching waveguides ͑i.e., two parallel waveguides with a separation s͒, which is a five-layer waveguide structure in the two-dimensional configuration. Using the Fourier decomposition method, 20 we can obtain the symmetric supermode of this five-layer waveguide structure numerically. The field intensity distribution of this supermode is shown in Fig.  3͑a͒ . To decrease the excess loss, one matches the light-field distribution at z ϭ z 0 Ϫ with that of the symmetric supermode of the five-layer waveguide structure. Therefore a transition region should be inserted between the input waveguide and the branching waveguides to reduce the excess loss.
In the present paper a multimode waveguide section is used as the transition region ͓shown in Fig.  3 ͑b͔͒. The width of the multimode waveguide section used in the present paper is narrow, to bound two or three eigenmodes. When the input light arrives at the interface z t , the abrupt transition excites high-order eigenmodes of the multimode waveguide. Through the interference between the excited high-order eigenmodes ͑particularly the second-order mode͒ and the fundamental eigenmode of the multimode waveguide section, we want the light-field distribution at z 0 Ϫ to be reshaped to match that of the symmetric supermode of the fivelayer waveguide structure. Because the fundamental and second-order eigenmodes are the dominant modes, we can choose the length of the multimode waveguide section to be the following beat length of the fundamental and second-order eigenmodes:
where ␤ 0 and ␤ 2 are the propagation constants of the fundamental mode and the second-order eigenmode of the multimode waveguide section, respectively ͑␤ 0 and ␤ 2 are determined by n c , n s , and W m ͒.
To obtain a structure with a low excess loss, we need to determine the width W m of the multimode waveguide section and the width W t of the tapered input waveguides. Besides these two parameters, we shall also optimize the gap s between the branching waveguides and the width W i of the branching waveguides ͓see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ .
In the present paper the optimal geometrical parameters of the Y branch with the multimode waveguide section are obtained by use of an optimization method that combines the genetic algorithm and a gradient-based search method. In our optimal design, the length of the multimode waveguide section is chosen on the basis of the principle of operation of MMI couplers. However, the other four geometrical parameters W t , W m , W i , and s have large variation ranges ͑i.e., large search ranges in the genetic algorithm͒ and thus good initial values ͑which are close enough to the global maximum͒ are difficult to find for these parameters. It is well known that a gradient search method can be easily trapped by a local maximum in such a case. Therefore, in the present paper, we first use the genetic algorithm for the design. After a number of iterations, when the convergence of the genetic algorithm becomes slow, we use a gradient search method to speed up the convergence ͑by using the parameters obtained by the genetic algorithm as good initial values for the gradient search method͒.
Optimal Design of the Geometrical Parameters
To employ the genetic algorithm, we must define or choose the objective function, the chromosome, and the search ranges of the parameters.
A. Objective Function
If we use the BPM to simulate the light propagation in the whole structure and calculate the excess loss, the calculation would be time-consuming. To save computation time ͑this is particularly important in a global optimization͒, we define the following objective function:
where P in is the input power and P z 0 ϩ is denoted as the power coupled to the right of position z 0 , and it is calculated by
In Eq. ͑3͒, f͑x, z ϭ z 0 ϩ ͒ is the light-field distribution of the symmetric supermode of the five-layer waveguide structure ͑i.e., the structure of the two branching waveguides͒, and g ͑x, z ϭ z 0 Ϫ ͒ is the light-field distribution ͑calculated with the BPM͒ at the position z 0 Ϫ . Even though the difference in the refractive indices for the core and the cladding is very small ͑0.007 in the present paper͒ for a silica waveguide, some small backward reflection may occur when the light meets an interface perpendicular to the propagation direction ͑the backward reflection is more obvious for normally incident light; note that the reflection is forward directed if the interface is nearly parallel or with only a small angle to the propagation direction, and in such a case a conventional wide-angle BPM can take this forward-directed reflection into account͒. In the present structure the light field is mainly concentrated at the two entrances of the branching waveguides ͓there is no interface perpendicular to the propagation direction at these two entrances; see Fig. 3͑b͔͒ owing to the self-focusing effect of the MMI section. Thus the backward reflection is very small when the light propagates in the present structure. Consequently, there is no need to use a bidirectional BPM ͑see, e.g., Ref. 21͒ to take the small backward reflection into account, and it is quite accurate for us to use a conventional wide-angle BPM to simulate the light propagation in the present structure.
B. Chromosome
The parameters to be optimized are the width W t of the input waveguides, the width W m of the multimode waveguide section, the gap s between the branching waveguides, and the width W i of the branching waveguides. Genes are the basic building blocks in a genetic algorithm. A gene is a binary encoding of a parameter, and a chromosome is an array of genes ͑here an array corresponds to the four parameters to be optimized͒. We directly encode ͑W t , W m , s, W i ͒ into the chromosome strings in the genetic algorithm. Each binary chromosome is associated with a value of the objective function.
C. Search Ranges of the Parameters
To reshape the light-field distribution of the input light, one needs at least two eigenmodes in the multimode waveguide section. In the present paper the width of the multimode waveguide section should satisfy
so that the interference is only between the fundamental mode and the second-order mode. In relation ͑4͒ is the wavelength in vacuum.
Typically, people use a single-mode silica-on-silicon waveguide ͑with a refractive-index difference of approximately 0.7%͒ of 5 m to match the mode profile of a single-mode fiber. For the present structure, we can allow W t and W i to be larger than 5 m in order to collect more light energy ͑the waveguide will then be tapered to 5 m to match the mode profile of a single-mode fiber͒. Therefore the lower value of the search ranges for W i and W t is chosen to be 5 m. The lower value for the gap s is 2 m owing to the fabrication reason mentioned in Section 1. The upper values for s, W i , and W t can be easily determined by the geometrical consideration ͑e.g.,
Therefore, in our calculation, the search ranges of the four parameters are 5-22 m for W t , 11-22 m for W m , 2-12 m for gap s, and 5-10 m for W i . The length for each substring of chromosome is 8 bits. The population for every generation is 100. The probability for the crossover is 0.8, and the mutation probability is chosen to be 0.001. The genetic algorithm starts from the initial population, which is generated randomly in the search space. After the initial population is generated, the corresponding values of the objective function are calculated. There are many ways to carry out the selection ͑the procedure to choose parents͒. The proportional ͑roulette-wheel͒ selection scheme 13 is used in the present paper. The parents are chosen with a probability proportional to their values of the objective function. The chosen pairs produce the new offspring by a crossover operator. There are also many different ways to perform the crossover. In the present paper a one-point crossover is used, and the crossover point is chosen randomly for each pair of parents. Mutation is then applied to the offspring, and a small percentage of the genes may be changed to the opposite values ͑1 to 0 or 0 to 1͒. This mutation operation allows the algorithm to investigate new regions in the search space that have not been covered by the initial population and also to escape from the local maximum if all ͑or almost all͒ the chromosomes in the population are trapped in a local maximum. After selection, crossover, and mutation in each iteration, the computer can find the global maximum after a number of iterations. A detailed description of the meaning for these expressions or parameters in the genetic algorithm can be found in Ref. 13 . Figure 4 shows the largest objective function ͑in each generation͒ as the iteration increases.
As shown in the left part of Fig. 4 ͑left of the dashed line͒, the genetic algorithm converges very slowly after a number of iterations. To improve the convergence, we use a conventional gradient-based search method after 100 iterations of the genetic algorithm. The corresponding excess loss is L s ϭ 0.11 dB. Compared with the conventional Y branch with the same branching gap, this structure has a lower excess loss. However, the excess loss is still larger than the one for the splitter designed by a combination of the ge- netic algorithm and the gradient search method. We have tried other initial values for the gradient search method, and our computational results show that the use of the genetic algorithm can achieve a lower excess loss as compared with the case in which the gradient method is used alone. Besides, the whole design procedure for such a combination of the genetic algorithm and the gradient search method takes only approximately 2-3 h on a personal computer III 800, and thus it is worth to make such an improved design before a mass production of splitters.
The excess loss for the designed splitter is very low in a very wide wavelength range ͑see Fig. 5͒ . If we increase the width of the MMI section, an optimal design can still give a low excess loss. However, unlike the present designed splitter, the property of low excess loss will not remain in a wide wavelength range. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 , in which the designed splitter is compared with a MMI coupler with width W m ϭ 60 m ͑the corresponding length of the MMI section is 1906.1 m according to the selfimage theory͒.
The above designs and calculations are based on the TE polarization. To investigate the polarization dependence of the designed splitter, we also calculate the excess loss for the TM polarization and show it in the same figure. From Fig. 5 we can see that the polarization dependence of the designed splitter is quite small.
Conclusion
An optimal design method of a low-loss silica-onsilicon Y-branch structure with a multimode waveguide section has been presented. The structure is designed optimally by the matching of the light distribution at the end of the multimode waveguide section to the profile of the symmetric supermode for the structure of the two branching waveguides. An optimization method that combines the genetic algorithm and a gradient-based search method has been used. The simulation results indicate that a low excess loss can be achieved by use of a multimode waveguide section as a transition region with appropriate widths for the input waveguide and the branching waveguides. The designed Y branch has an excellent performance in a very wide wavelength range.
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